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Volume 1, Part 3, Chapter 5 
Anchoring, Mooring, Towing, Berthing, Launching, Recovery and Docking 

 
■ Section 2 

Equipment Number  
 
2.1  Equipment Number calculation 
 
2.1.4 The Equipment Number formulae for anchoring equipment as given in this Section are based on an assumed maximum 
current speed of 2,5 m/s, maximum wind speed of 25 m/s and a minimum scope of 6, the scope being the ratio between length of chain 
cable paid out and water depth. For ships with a Rule length, LR, greater than 135 m, the required anchoring equipment is also 
considered adequate for a maximum current speed of 1,54 m/s, a maximum wind speed of 11 m/s and waves with maximum significant 
height of 2 m. 
 
2.1.5  The anchoring equipment required herewith is intended for temporary mooring of a ship within a harbour or sheltered areas 
when the ship is awaiting berth, tide, etc. It is designed to hold a ship only in good holding ground conditions such as to avoid dragging 
of the anchor. In poor holding ground, the holding power of the anchors would be significantly reduced. 
 
2.1.6  It is assumed that under normal circumstances a ship uses only one bower anchor and chain cable at a time. 
 
2.1.7  Where Owners require equipment for anchoring at depths greater than 82,5 m and up to 120 m, it is recommended that the 
requirements specified in Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 10 Anchoring equipment in deep and unsheltered water shall be complied with. 
 
 
■ Section 4 

Anchors 
 

4.3  Anchor stowage 
 
4.3.3  It is recommended that anchor lashings, e.g. a ‘devil’s claw’, be fitted to hold the anchor tight against the hull or the anchor 
pocket. Anchor lashings are to be designed to resist at least a load corresponding to twice the anchor mass plus 10 m of cable without 
exceeding 40 per cent of the yield strength of the material. 
 
4.4  High Holding Power (HHP) type anchors 
 
4.4.1  Anchors of designs for which approval is sought as high holding power anchors are to be tested in accordance with Chapter 
10 of the Rules for Materials. Ch 10, 1.3 Anchor holding power tests for HHP and SHHP anchors of the Rules for the Manufacture, 
Testing and Certification of Materials, July 2017. It needs to be suitable for ship’s use and shall not require prior adjustment or special 
placement on the sea bottom. 
 
4.5  Super High Holding Power (SHHP) type anchors 
 
4.5.3  Anchors of designs for which approval is sought as SHHP anchors are to be tested in accordance with Ch 10, 1.3 Anchor 
holding power tests for HHP and SHHP anchors of the Rules for the Manufacture, Testing and Certification of Materials, July 2017.  
Anchors of designs for which approval is sought as super high holding power anchors are to be tested at sea to show that they They 
are to have holding powers of at least four times those of approved standard stockless anchors of the same mass. 
 
4.6  Tolerances 
 
4.6.3  When stocked bower or kedge anchors are to be used, the mass ‘ex stock’ excluding the stock is to be not less than 80 per 
cent of the mass given in Table 5.4.1 Equipment - HHP Bower anchors and chain cables for ordinary stockless bower anchors and 
Table 5.6.1 Equipment - Kedge anchors and wires, towlines and mooring lines for kedge anchors. The mass of the stock is to be 25 per 
cent of the total mass of the anchor, including the shackle, etc. but excluding the stock. 
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■ Section 5 
Anchor cable 

 
5.1     General  
 
5.1.1  Anchor cable may be of stud link chain, short link chain, or wire rope or fibre rope, subject to the requirements of this Section. 
 
5.2  Chain cable and chain locker  
 
5.2.1  The length and diameter of chain cable is to be as indicated in Table 5.4.1 Equipment - HHP Bower anchors and chain cables. 
The total length of chain cable given in Table 5.4.1 Equipment - HHP Bower anchors and chain cables is to be divided into 
approximately equal parts between the two bower anchors. 
 
5.2.2 Typically for vessels with equipment number up to 90 calculated in accordance with Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 2.1 Equipment Number 
calculation, Short short link chain cable may be accepted provided that the breaking load is not less than that of stud link chain cable of 
the diameter required by Table 5.4.1 Equipment - HHP Bower anchors and chain cables. 
 
5.2.3  Where wire rope is used in lieu of chain cable for anchoring, galvanised wire rope with an independent wire core in 
accordance with Ch 10, 6 Steel wire ropes of the Rules for the Manufacture, Testing and Certification of Materials, July 2017 is to be 
used. Wire rope terminal fittings are to comply with an acceptable code or standard. The strength of terminations, connecting fittings, 
shackles or links is not to be less than that of the anchor line. 
 
Existing paragraphs 5.2.3 to 5.2.9 have been renumbered 5.2.4 to 5.2.10. 
 
5.2.11  The chain locker is to be of adequate capacity and depth to provide an easy direct lead of the cables through the chain pipes 
and facilitate self-stowing of the cables. The chain locker is to be provided with an internal division so that the port and starboard chain 
cables can be separately stowed. 
 
5.2.12  The chain locker boundaries are to be watertight up to the weather deck. Where the means of access to the chain locker is 
located below the weather deck, the access cover and its securing arrangement in general are to be in accordance with recognised 
standards for watertight manhole with bolted covers (e.g. ISO 5894 Ships and marine technology – Manholes with bolted covers ). 
Butterfly nuts and/or hinged bolts are prohibited as the securing mechanism for the access cover. 
 
5.2.13   The chain locker is to be provided with adequate drainage facilities. 
 
 
■ Section 6 

Mooring ropes arrangements 
 
6.1  Mooring ropes lines 
 
6.1.1  Ships under 90 m require Ships of Rule length LR less than 90 m are recommended to have mooring lines as specified in 
Table 5.6.1 Equipment – Kedge anchors and wries, towlines and mooring lines Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 6.2 Mooring lines (Equipment Number 
≤ 2000) or 6.3 Mooring lines (Equipment Number > 2000) as appropriate. 
 
6.1.2 The lengths of individual mooring lines in Table 5.6.1 Equipment - Kedge anchors and wires, towlines and mooring lines may 
be reduced by up to seven per cent of the Table length, provided that the total length of mooring lines is not less than would have 
resulted had all lines been of equal length. Proposals to fit individual mooring lines of reduced length to suit the particular service will be 
specially considered. 
 
6.1.3 6.1.2  Ships 90 m and over in length do not require mooring lines as a classification item. Ships of Rule length LR 90 m or 
more are recommended to have mooring lines as specified in Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 6.2 Mooring lines (Equipment Number ≤ 2000) or 6.3 
Mooring lines (Equipment Number > 2000) as appropriate. In addition, It it is recommended, however, that the sum of the strengths of 
all the mooring lines supplied to such ships should be not less than the Rule breaking load of one anchor cable as required by Table 
5.4.1 Equipment - HHP Bower anchors and chain cables, based on Grade U2 chain. On ships regularly using exposed berths, twice 
the above total strength of mooring ropes is desirable. 
 
Existing paragraph 6.1.4 has been renumbered 6.1.3. 
 
6.1.4  It is permitted to reduce the specified length of an individual mooring line by up to 7 per cent, provided the total length of 
mooring lines is not less than the total length if all the required lines were of equal given lengths. Proposals to fit individual mooring 
lines of reduced length to suit the particular service will be specially considered. 
 
6.2  Mooring lines (Equipment Number ≤ 2000) 
 
6.2.1  It is recommended that the breaking strength, length and number of mooring lines provided on board ships with equipment 
number of less than or equal to 2000 be not less than those specified in Table 5.6.1 Equipment - Kedge anchors and wires, towlines 
and mooring lines. The equipment number is to be calculated in accordance with Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 2.1 Equipment Number calculation. 
It is the Owners responsibility to ensure the adequacy of the mooring equipment. The equipment should be verified through carrying 
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out ship specific mooring calculations. The mooring calculations are to be representative of the anticipated mooring configurations, as 
well as accounting for operational and environmental considerations. This section details minimum recommendations only, and where 
the calculations provide a lesser specification it is recommended that they be increased in accordance with this section. 
 
6.2.2  For ships having the ratio of side projected area A and equipment number as defined in Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 2.1 Equipment 
Number calculation greater than 0,9, the following number of lines is to be added to the number of mooring lines as given by Table 
5.6.1 Equipment - Kedge anchors and wires, towlines and mooring lines: 
(a) One line where  0,9 < 𝐴

Equipment Number
 ≤ 1,1 , 

(b) Two lines where  1,1 < 𝐴
Equipment Number

 ≤ 1,2 , 

(c) Three lines where  1,2 < 𝐴
Equipment Number

 . 
 
6.3  Mooring lines (Equipment Number > 2000)  
 
6.3.1  It is recommended that the minimum breaking strength, length and number of mooring lines for ships with an equipment 
number greater than 2000 are as defined in this sub-Section. The equipment number is to be calculated in accordance with Vol 1, Pt 3, 
Ch 5, 2.1 Equipment Number calculation. It is the Owners responsibility to ensure the adequacy of the mooring equipment. The 
equipment should be verified through carrying out ship specific mooring calculations. The mooring calculations are to be representative 
of the anticipated mooring configurations, as well as accounting for operational and environmental considerations. This section details 
minimum recommendations only, and where the calculations provide a lesser specification it is recommended that they be increased in 
accordance with this section. A typical mooring arrangement is indicated in Figure 5.6.1 Typical mooring arrangement and the 
following is defined with respect to mooring lines.  
(a) Breast line: A mooring line that is deployed perpendicular to the ship, restraining the ship in the off-berth direction. 
(b) Spring line: A mooring line that is deployed almost parallel to the ship, restraining the ship in the fore or aft direction. 
(c) Head/stern line: A mooring line that is oriented between longitudinal and transverse direction, restraining the ship in the off-berth 

and in the fore or aft direction. The amount of restraint in fore or aft and off-berth direction depends on the line angle relative to 
these directions. 

 
6.3.2  The strength of mooring lines and the number of head, stern, and breast lines for ships with an Equipment Number > 2000 are 
based on the side-projected area A1. Side projected area A1 is to be calculated similar to the side-projected area A according to Vol 1, 
Pt 3, Ch 5, 2.1 Equipment Number calculation but considering the following conditions: 
(a) For ships with substantial variation in draft such as fleet tankers, the lightest ballast draft is to be considered for the calculation of 

the side-projected area A1. For other ships the lightest draft of usual loading conditions is to be considered if the ratio of the 
freeboard in the lightest draft and the full load condition is equal to or above two. Usual loading conditions mean loading 
conditions as given by the trim and stability booklet that are to be expected to regularly occur during operation and, in particular, 
excluding light weight conditions, propeller inspection conditions, etc. 

(b) Wind shielding of the pier can be considered for the calculation of the side-projected area A1 unless the ship is intended to be 
regularly moored to jetty type piers. A height of the pier surface of 3 m above the waterline can be assumed, i.e. the lower part of 
the side projected area with a height of 3 m above the waterline for the considered loading condition can be disregarded for the 
calculation of the side-projected area A1. 

 
6.3.3 The mooring lines specified are based on a maximum current speed of 1,0 m/s and the following maximum wind speed Vw :  
 
                 Vw = 25,0 − 0,002 (A1 – 2000)  m/s for ships with large side projected area, i.e. 2000 m2 < A1 ≤ 4000 m2  

= 21,0  m/s for ships with large side projected area  A1 > 4000 m2  
= 25,0  m/s for other ships 

 
6.3.4  The maximum wind speed Vw is representative of the mean wind speed over a 30 second period from any direction and at a 
height of 10 m above the ground. The current speed considered is a representative of the maximum current speed acting on bow or 
stern (±10°) at a depth of one-half of the mean draft. Furthermore, it is considered that the ships are moored to solid piers that provide 
shielding against cross currents. 
 
6.3.5  Additional loads caused by higher wind or current speeds, cross currents, additional wave loads, or reduced shielding from 
non-solid piers, for example are to be specially considered. Consideration is also to be given to the fact that unfavourable mooring 
layouts can significantly increase the loads on individual mooring lines. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.6.1 Typical mooring arrangement 
 

 
 

Breast line 

Stern line Spring lines Head line 

Breast line 
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6.3.6  The minimum breaking strength, in kN, of the mooring lines is to be taken as:  
 

MBL = 0,1 ×  𝐴1 + 350 
 
where    

A1 = Side projected area as defined by Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 6.3 Mooring lines (Equipment Number > 2000) 6.3.2 
 
 
6.3.7  The minimum breaking strength may be limited to 1275 kN (130 tonnes). However in these cases, the moorings are to be 
considered as not sufficient for the environmental conditions given by Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 6.3 Mooring lines (Equipment Number > 2000) 
6.3.3. For these ships, the acceptable wind speed 𝑉w∗, in m/s, to be calculated as follows:  
 

𝑉𝑤∗ = 𝑉𝑤 × �MBL∗

MBL  

where 
Vw  =  wind speed as per Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5,6.3 Mooring lines (Equipment Number > 2000) 6.3.3 
MBL* =  the breaking strength of the mooring lines intended to be supplied 
MBL       = required breaking strength provided by Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 6.3 Mooring lines (Equipment Number > 

2000) 6.3.6 
 
However, the intended minimum breaking strength MBL* is not to be taken less than that corresponding to an acceptable wind speed 
of 21 m/s: 

MBL∗ ≥ �
21
𝑉𝑤
�
2

× MBL 

 
6.3.8  If the mooring lines are intended to be supplied for an acceptable wind speed Vw∗  , higher than Vw as per Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 6.3 
Mooring lines (Equipment Number > 2000) 6.3.3, the minimum breaking strength is to be taken as: 

MBL∗ =   �
𝑉w∗

𝑉w
 �
2

 × MBL  

where 
MBL  =  required breaking strength provided by Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 6.3 Mooring lines (Equipment Number > 2000) 

6.3.6 
 
6.3.9  The total number of head, stern and breast lines is specified as: 
 

𝑛  = 8.3 × 10−4 × 𝐴1 + 6   
 

where 
 
A1      =  side projected area as defined by Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 6.3  Mooring lines (Equipment Number > 2000) 6.3.2 
 

The total number of head, stern and breast lines is to be rounded to the nearest whole number. The number may be increased or 
decreased in conjunction with an adjustment to the strength of the lines. The adjusted strength, MBL*, is to be taken as: 
 

MBL∗ =   1,2 × MBL ×
𝑛
𝑛∗

   ≤ MBL, for increased number of lines 

MBL∗ =   
𝑛
𝑛∗ , for reduced number of lines 

 
where 

n     =   number of lines for the considered ship type as calculated by the above formula without rounding 
n*    = increased or decreased total number of head, stern and breast lines 
 
 

Vice versa, the strength of head, stern and breast lines may be increased or decreased in conjunction with an adjustment to the 
number of lines. 
 
6.3.10   The total number of spring lines is to be taken not less than:  
 

Two lines where EN < 5000,  
Four lines where EN ≥ 5000.  

 
The strength of spring lines is to be the same as that of the head, stern and breast lines. If the number of head, stern and breast lines is 
increased in conjunction with an adjustment to the strength of the lines, the number of spring lines is also to be increased likewise, but 
rounded up to the nearest even number. 
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Existing Table 5.6.1 Equipment – Kedge anchors and wires, towlines and mooring lines has been deleted. 
 
Table 5.6.1 Equipment - Kedge anchors and wires, towlines and mooring lines 
 

Equipment number 

Equipment 
Letter 

  

Mooring lines (see Notes 2 and 5)  

Mass of 
stockless 
kedge 
anchor, in 
kg 

Kedge anchor wire or 
chain (see Notes 1 

and 2)  

Exceeding 
Not 

exceedi
ng 

 Minimum 
length, 

in 
metres 

Minimum 
breaking 
strength, 

in kN 

Number 

Minimum 
length of 
each line, 
in metres 

Minimum 
breaking 

strength, in 
kN 

50 70 A  68 110 46 3 80 37 

70 90 B  90 110 58 3 100 40 

90 110 C  113 124 75 3 110 42 

110 130 D  135 124 90 3 110 48 

130 150 E  158 138 90 3 120 53 

150 175 F  180 138 122 3 120 59 

175 205 G  214 151 106 3 120 64 

205 240 H  248 151 140 4 120 69 

240 280 I 292 165 166 4 120 75 

280 320 J  338 179 195 4 140 80 

320 360 K  383 179 225 4 140 85 

360 400 L  428 193 257 4 140 96 

400 450 M  484 193 292 4 140 107 

450 500 N  540 206 328 4 140 117 

500 550 O  597 206 328 4 160 134 

550 600 P  653 220 366 4 160 143 

600 660 Q  720 220 406 4 160 160 

660 720 R  788 220 448 4 160 171 

720 780 S  855 233 491 4 170 187 

780 840 T  923 233 540 4 170 202 

840 910 U  990 233 585 4 170 218 

910 980 V  1069 248 635 4 170 235 

980 1060 W 1148 248 685 4 180 250 

1060 1140 X 1238 248 685 4 180 272 

1140 1220 Y  1328 261 740 4 180 293 

1220 1300 Z 1418 261 795 4 180 309 

1300 1390 A †  1519 261 855 4 180 336 

1390 1480 B †  1620 275 905 4 180 352 

1480 1570 C †  1721 275 970 5 190 352 

1570 1670 D † 1834 275 1030 5 190 362 

1670 1790 E†  1969 289 1095 5 190 384 

1790 1930 F†  2104 289 1155 5 190 411 

1930 2080 (5) G†  2250 289 1225 5 190 437 

2080 2230 H†  2419 302 1290       

2230 2380 I†  2588 302 1395       

2380 2530 J†  2759 302 1505       

2530 2700 K†  2925 316 1580       
 

2700 
 

2870 
 

L†  
 

3113 
 

316 
 

1690       
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2870 3040 M†  3263 316 1805       

3040 3210 N†  3488 330 1805       

3210 3400 O†  3713 330 1925       

3400 3600 P†  3938 330 2045       

3600 3800 Q†  4163 344 2130       

3800 4000 R† 4388 344 2255       

4000 4200 S† 4613 344 2340       

Note 1. The rope used for kedge anchor wire is to be constructed of not less than 72 wires, made up into six strands. 
Note 2. Steel wire and fibre ropes used for mooring lines and kedge anchors are to meet the requirements of Ch 10, 6 Steel 
wire ropes and Ch 10, 7 Fibre ropes of the Rules for the Manufacture, Testing and Certification of Materials, July 2017 
respectively. 
Note 3. Wire ropes for mooring lines used in association with mooring winches (on which the rope is stored on the winch 
drum) are to be of suitable construction. 

Note 4. Irrespective of strength requirements, no fibre rope is to be less than 20 mm diameter. 

Note 5. The mooring lines to be selected only for ships with equipment number less than or equal to 2000. 
 

 
Existing sub-Sections 6.2 to 6.4 have been renumbered 6.4 to 6.6. 
 
Existing sub-Sections 6.5 and 6.6 have been deleted in their entirety.  
 
6.7  Mooring arrangement and winches  
 
6.7.1  The recommendations with respect to the mooring arrangement and mooring winches are provided by this sub-Section. 
 
6.7.2  Mooring lines in the same service (e.g. breast lines) are to be of the same characteristics in terms of strength and elasticity. 
 
6.7.3  Mooring winches where provided are to be suitable for the intended purpose. As far as possible, a sufficient number of 
mooring winches is to be fitted so as to allow all mooring lines to be belayed on winches. This allows for an efficient distribution of the 
load to all mooring lines in the same service and for the mooring lines to shed the load before they break. If the mooring arrangement 
is designed such that mooring lines are partly to be belayed on bitts or bollards, it is to be understood that these lines may not be as 
effective as the mooring lines belayed on winches. 
 
6.7.4  The mooring winch is to be fitted with brakes, the holding capacity of which is sufficient to prevent unreeling of the mooring 
line when the rope tension is equal to 80 per cent of the minimum breaking strength of the rope as fitted on the first layer. The winch 
is to be fitted with brakes that will allow for the reliable setting of the brake rendering load.  
 
6.7.5  For powered winches the maximum hauling tension which can be applied to the mooring line (the reeled first layer) is to be 
not less than 2/9, nor to be more than, 1/3, of the rope's minimum breaking strength. For automatic winches these figures apply when 
the winch is set to the maximum power with automatic control.  
 
6.7.6  For powered winches on automatic control, the rendering tension which the winch can exert on the mooring line (the reeled 
first layer) is not to exceed 1,5 times, nor be less than 1,05 times, the hauling tension for that particular power setting of the winch. 
The winch is to be marked with the range of rope strengths for which it is designed. 
 
6.7.7  Mooring lines are to have a straight lead from the mooring drum to the fairlead as far as practicable. 
 
6.7.8  When a mooring line changes direction, the contact surface on the fitting shall have a large radius so as to minimise the 
wear experienced by the mooring lines. Recommendations from the rope manufacturer for the intended rope type are also to be 
complied with. 
 
6.8  Mooring line construction 
 
6.8.1  Mooring lines are to be of wire, natural fibre or synthetic fibre construction or of a mixture of wire and fibre. For synthetic fibre 
ropes it is recommended that lines with reduced risk of recoil (snap-back) be used to mitigate the risk of injuries or fatalities in the 
case mooring line failure.  
 
6.8.2  Notwithstanding the strength recommendations, no fibre rope shall be less than 20 mm in diameter. For polyamide ropes the 
minimum breaking strength is to be increased by 20 per cent and for other synthetic ropes by 10 per cent to account for strength loss 
due to, among other causes, aging and wear. 
 
6.8.3  Wire ropes used for mooring lines are generally to be of a flexible construction with not less than 144 wires in six strands with 
seven fibre cores for strengths up to 490 kN, and 222 wires in six strands with one fibre core for strengths exceeding 490 kN. The 
wires laid round the fibre centre of each strand are to be made up in not less than two layers. 
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6.8.4  Wire ropes for mooring lines used in association with mooring winches (on which the rope is stored on the winch drum) are 
to be of suitable construction. 
 
6.8.5  The mooring lines are to be tested in accordance with Ch 10, 6 Steel wire ropes and 7 Fibre ropes of the Rules for the 
Manufacture, Testing and Certification of Materials, July 2017 for wire ropes and fibre ropes, respectively.  
 
6.9  Support structure of deck fittings 
 
6.9.1  The strength of shipboard fittings used for mooring operations and their supporting hull structures as well as the strength of 
supporting hull structures of winches and capstans are to comply with the requirements specified in this sub-Section. 
 
6.9.2  Shipboard fittings, winches and capstans for mooring are to be located on stiffeners and/or girders which are part of the deck 
construction so as to facilitate efficient distribution of the mooring load. Other arrangements are acceptable (for chocks in bulwarks, 
etc.) provided that the strength is confirmed adequate for the service. 
 
6.9.3  The design load applied to shipboard fittings and supporting hull structure is not to be less than that given in Table 5.6.2 
Minimum design load for deck fittings and supporting structure - Mooring. 
 
6.9.4  The design load is to be applied to fittings in all directions that may occur by taking into account the arrangement shown on 
the towing and mooring arrangements plan. Where the mooring line takes a turn at a fitting the total design load applied to the fitting is 
equal to the resultant of the design loads acting on the line, see Figure 5.6.2 Design load applied to fittings. However, in no case does 
the design load applied to the fitting need to be greater than twice the design load on the line. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.6.2 Design load applied to fittings 
 
6.9.5  Shipboard fittings are to be selected from an acceptable National or International standard and to be based on the minimum 
breaking strength of the mooring line as given in Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 6.1 Mooring lines 6.1.1 or Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 6.1 Mooring lines 6.1.2 
as appropriate (see Note 2 of Table 5.6.2 Minimum design load for deck fittings and supporting structure – Mooring). 
 
6.9.6  Mooring bitts (double bollards) are to be chosen for the mooring line attached in figure-of-eight fashion if the industry 
standard distinguishes between different methods to attach the line, i.e. figure-of-eight or eye-splice attachment. 
 
6.9.7  When the shipboard fitting is not selected from an accepted industry standard, the strength of the fitting based on net 
scantlings and its attachment to the ship is to be adequate for the loads specified in Table 5.6.2 Minimum design load for deck fittings 
and supporting structure – Mooring based on the acceptance criteria given Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 6.9 Support structure of deck fittings 
6.9.10 or Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 6.9 Support structure of deck fittings 6.9.11 as appropriate. Mooring bitts (double bollards) are required to 
resist the loads caused by the mooring line attached in figure-of-eight fashion. For strength assessment, beam theory or finite element 
analysis using net scantlings is to be applied, as appropriate. Wear down allowance for shipboard fittings not selected from an 
accepted industry standard is not to be less than 1,0 mm, added to surfaces which are intended to regularly contact the line. 
 
Table 5.6.2 Minimum design load for deck fittings and supporting structure - Mooring 
 

Use/Item Minimum design load (see Notes 1 to 2)  

Mooring  
(Fittings and its supporting hull structure) 

 
1,15 times the breaking strength of the mooring lines given in Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 6.1 Mooring lines 
6.1.1 or Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 6.1 Mooring lines 6.1.2 as appropriate 
 

Winches 
(Supporting hull structure only) 

1,25 times the intended maximum brake holding load, where the maximum brake holding load is 
to be assumed not less than 80% of the minimum breaking strength of the mooring line given in 
Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 6.1 Mooring lines 6.1.1 or Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 6.1 Mooring lines 6.1.2 as 
appropriate 

 

Capstans 
(Supporting hull structure only) 

1,25 times the maximum hauling in force, where hauling in force is defined as the maximum pull 
of the capstan or 1,25 times the intended maximum brake holding load if that be greater 
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Note 1. When a safe working load SWL greater than that determined according to the Rules is requested, the design load is to be increased in 
accordance with the appropriate SWL/design load relationship given in Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 6.9 Support structure of deck fittings 6.9.12 
Note 2. The increase of the minimum breaking strength for synthetic ropes need not to be taken into account for the loads applied to shipboard 
fittings and supporting hull structure. 
 

 
6.9.8  The net scantlings of the supporting hull structure for the fittings are to be adequate for the loads given in Table 5.6.2 
Minimum design load for deck fittings and supporting structure – Mooring based on the acceptance criteria given in Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 
6.9 Support structure of deck fittings 6.9.10 or Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 6.9 Support structure of deck fittings 6.9.11 as appropriate. The 
arrangement of reinforced members beneath shipboard fittings, winches and capstans is to consider any variation of direction 
(horizontally and vertically) of the mooring forces acting upon the shipboard fittings, see Figure 5.6.3 Supporting hull structure for a 
sample arrangement. Proper alignment of fitting and supporting hull structure is to be ensured. The acting point of the mooring force 
on a shipboard fitting is to be taken at the attachment point of a mooring line or at a change in its direction.  
 
6.9.9  For bollards and bitts the attachment point of the mooring line is to be taken not less than 4/5 of the tube height above the 
base, see Figure 5.6.3 Supporting hull structure. However, if fins are fitted to the bollard tubes to keep the mooring line as low as 
possible, then the attachment point of the mooring line is to be taken at the location of the fins, see Figure 5.6.3 Supporting hull 
structure. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5.6.3 Supporting hull structure 
 
6.9.10   In the case of strength assessment using beam theory or grillage analysis, the stress within the supporting structure of 
fittings is not to exceed that given in Table 5.6.3 Allowable stress within the supporting structure of shipboard fittings. 
 
6.9.11  For strength calculations by means of finite element analysis, the geometry is to be idealised as realistically as possible. The 
ratio of element length to width is not to exceed 3. Girders are to be modelled using shell or plane stress elements. Symmetric girder 
flanges are generally to be modelled by beam or truss elements. At least 3 elements are to be used across the depth of the girder. In 
way of small openings in girder webs the web thickness is to be reduced to a mean thickness over the web height. Large openings 
are to be modelled. Stiffeners are generally to be modelled by using shell, plane stress, or beam elements. Stresses are to be read 
from the centre of the individual element. For shell elements the stresses are to be evaluated at the mid plane of the element. The 
equivalent stress within the supporting structure of fittings is not to exceed the specified minimum yield strength of the material. 
 
6.9.12   The Safe Working Load (SWL) is the load limit for mooring purposes. Unless a greater SWL is requested, the SWL assigned 
shall be the minimum breaking strength of the mooring line given in Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 6.1 Mooring lines 6.1.1 or Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 6.1 
Mooring lines 6.1.2 as appropriate, (see Note 2 of Table 5.6.2 Minimum design load for deck fittings and supporting structure – 
Mooring). 
 
6.9.13  The SWL, in tonnes, of each shipboard fitting is to be marked (by weld bead or equivalent) on the deck fittings used for 
mooring.  
 
6.9.14  The above requirements on SWL apply for the use with no more than one mooring line. 
 
6.9.15  The mooring arrangements plan as mentioned in Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 6.10 Mooring arrangements plan is to define the method 
of use of mooring lines. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Design load on line 

Double bollard without fins 

Fitting on deck  
(e.g. bollard, chock) 

Main hull structure 
(e.g. web frames, 
deck stiffeners) 

Reinforcing 
members beneath 
shipboard fittings 

Double bollard with fins 

Fin 
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Table 5.6.3 Allowable stress within the supporting structure of shipboard fittings 
 Normal stress, in N/mm2 Shear stress, in N/mm2 
Allowable stress 235

𝑘
 

141
𝑘

 

where 

𝑘 =  
235
𝜎0

 

 σ0 = specified minimum yield strength of the material in N/mm2 
 
Note: Normal stress is defined as the sum of bending and axial stresses. No stress concentration 
factors accounted for and as such may need to be considered separately. 

 
6.10  Mooring arrangements plan 
 
6.10.1  The SWL for the intended use for each shipboard fitting is to be noted in the mooring arrangements plan available on board 
for the guidance of the Master.  
 
6.10.2  Information provided on the plan is to include in respect of each shipboard fitting: 
(a)  location on the ship;  
(b)  fitting type;  
(c)  SWL;  
(d)  purpose, i.e. mooring;  
(e)  manner of applying mooring line load including limiting fleet angles. 
 
Note. Item (c) with respect to items (d) and (e), is subject to approval. 
Fleet angle is defined as the maximum angle the line deviates from a direction perpendicular to the drum axis of a mooring/towing 
winch. 
 
Furthermore, information provided on the plan is to include: 
(f)  the arrangement of mooring lines showing number of lines (N);  
(g) the minimum breaking strength of each mooring line (MBL);  
(h)  the acceptable environmental conditions as given in Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 6.3 Mooring lines (Equipment Number > 2000) for the 

recommended minimum breaking strength of mooring lines for ships with EN > 2000:  
o 30 second mean wind speed from any direction (Vw or 𝑉w∗ ) 
o Maximum current speed acting on bow or stern (±10°). 
 

6.10.3  The above information as given Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 6.10 Mooring arrangements plan 6.10.2 is to be incorporated into the pilot 
card in order to provide the pilot proper information on harbour and other towing operations. 
 
 
■ Section 7 

Towing arrangements 
 
7.2  Application 
 
7.2.9  Where the towline complies with the strength requirements of Table 5.7.1 Equipment - Minimum length and breaking strength 
of towlines as applicable to merchant ships for the related equipment number, the ship will be entitled to the assignment of the TA(S) 
notation. The breaking load specified in Table 5.7.1 Equipment - Minimum length and breaking strength of towlines is to replace the BL 
value given by the expression in Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 7.6 Strength requirements for towing arrangements 7.6.1 and the strength of 
shipboard fittings and their supporting structures are be in accordance with the Rules and Regulations for the Classification of Ships, 
July 2017, Pt 3, Ch 13, 9.2 Towing as appropriate. 
 

■ Section 10 
Anchoring equipment in deep and unsheltered water 

 
10.1  General 
 
10.1.1  It is recommended that the equipment requirements specified in this Section are complied with if the vessel intends to anchor 
in deep and unsheltered waters.  
 
10.1.2  The equipment specified is for ships intended to anchor in water with depth up to 120 m, current with speed up to 1,54 m/s, 
wind with speed up to 14 m/s and waves with significant height of up to 3 m. The scope of chain cable, being the ratio between the 
length of chain paid out and water depth, is assumed to be not less than 3 to 4. These requirements are applicable only to ships with a 
Rule length LR of not less than 135 m. 
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10.1.3  The requirements specified in other Sections of this Chapter need to be complied with unless alternative requirements are 
provided. 
 
10.2  Anchor and chain cable  
 
10.2.1  Anchors and chain cables to be in accordance with Table 5.10.1 Anchoring equipment for ships in unsheltered water with 
depth up to 120 m and based on the Equipment Number EN1 obtained from the following equation. 
 

EN1 = 0,628 �𝑎 �
EN

0,628�
1
2,3�

+ 𝑏(1 − 𝑎)�
2,3

 

where 
 
𝑎 =  1,83 × 10−9 × 𝐿R3  +  2,09 × 10−6 × 𝐿R2 −  6,21 × 10−4 × 𝐿R  +  0,0866  
𝑏 =  0,156 × 𝐿R  +  8,372  
LR = Rule length, in metres, see Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 1, 5.2 Principal particulars 5.2.2 
EN = Equipment Number calculated in accordance with Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 2.1 Equipment Number calculation 
 
10.2.2  The bower anchors are to be connected to their chain cables and positioned on board ready for use. 
 
10.2.3  Anchors are to be of the stockless High Holding Power (HHP) type. The mass of the head of a stockless anchor, including 
pins and fittings, is to be not less than 60 per cent of the total mass of the anchor. 
 
10.2.4  The mass, per anchor, of bower anchors given in Table 5.10.1 Anchoring equipment for ships in unsheltered water with depth 
up to 120 m is for anchors of equal mass. The mass of individual anchors may vary to 7 per cent of the tabular mass, but the total mass 
of anchors is not be less than that specified for anchors of equal mass. 
 
10.2.5  Bower anchors are to be associated with stud link chain cables of special (U2) or extra special (U3) quality. The total length of 
chain cable, as given in Table 5.10.1 Anchoring equipment for ships in unsheltered water with depth up to 120 m is to be approximately 
divided between the two bower anchors. 
 
10.3       Anchor windlass and chain stopper 
 
10.3.1    The windlass unit prime mover is to be able to supply for at least 30 minutes a continuous duty pull Zcont, in N, given by:  
 

𝑍cont =  35 𝑑2 + 13,4 𝑚A 
 
where  
 
d    =  chain diameter, in mm, as per Table 5.10.1 Anchoring equipment for ships in unsheltered water with depth up to 120 m 
mA  =  HHP anchor mass, in kg, as per Table 5.10.1 Anchoring equipment for ships in unsheltered water with depth up to 120 m 
 
10.3.2  The windlass is to have sufficient power to exert, over a period of at least two minutes, a pull equal to the greater of: 
 

(a)   short term pull: 
 

      1,5 times the continuous duty pull as defined in Vol 1, Pt 3, Ch 5, 10.3 Anchor windlass and chain stopper 10.3.1  
 

(b)  anchor breakout pull: 
 
     12.18  𝑚𝐴 +  7,0 𝐿𝑐𝑑2

100
  𝑁 

 
where 

 
Lc   = is the total length of chain cable on board, in metres, as given by Table 5.10.1 Anchoring equipment for ships in 
unsheltered water with depth up to 120 m 
 
mA = is the mass of HHP bower anchor (kg) as given in Table 5.10.1 Anchoring equipment for ships in unsheltered water 
with depth up to 120 m 

 
d    =  chain diameter, in mm, as per Table 5.10.1 Anchoring equipment for ships in unsheltered water with depth up to 120 
m 

 
10.3.3  The capacity of the windlass brake is to be sufficient to stop the anchor and chain cable when paying out the chain cable. 
Where a chain cable stopper is not fitted, the brake is to produce a torque capable of withstanding a pull equal to 80 per cent of the 
specified minimum breaking strength of the chain cable without any permanent deformation of strength members and without brake 
slip. Where a chain cable stopper is fitted, 45 per cent of the breaking strength is to be applied instead. 
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10.3.4  As far as practicable, for testing purposes the speed of the chain cable during hoisting of the anchor and cable is to be 
measured over 37,5 m of chain cable and initially with at least 120 m of chain and the anchor submerged and hanging free. The mean 
speed of the chain cable during hoisting of the anchor from the depth of 120 m to the depth of 82,5 m is to be at least 4,5 m/min. 
 
10.3.5  The chain cable stopper, if fitted, along with its attachments is to be designed to withstand, without any permanent 
deformation, 80 per cent of the specified minimum breaking strength of the chain cable. 
 
Table 5.10.1 Anchoring equipment for ships in unsheltered water with depth up to 120 m 

 
Equipment Number 

EN1 
  

High holding power stockless 
bower anchors 

Stud link chain cable 
for bower anchors 

  

Exceeding Not exceeding Number Mass per 
anchor 

(kg) 

Length 
(m) 

Min. diameter 

Special 
quality 

(Grade U2) 
(mm) 

Extra special 
quality  

(Grade U3) 
(mm)      

  1790 2 14150 1017,5 105 84 

1790 1930 2 14400 990 105 84 

1930 2080 2 14800 990 105 84 

2080 2230 2 15200 990 105 84 

2230 2380 2 15600 990 105 84 

2380 2530 2 16000 990 105 84 

2530 2700 2 15900 990 105 84 

2700 2870 2 15800 990 105 84 

2870 3040 2 15700 990 105 84 

3040 3210 2 15600 990 105 84 

3210 3400 2 15500 990 105 84 

3400 3600 2 15400 990 105 84 

3600 3800 2 16600 990 107 87 

3800 4000 2 17800 962,5 107 87 

4000 4200 2 18900 962,5 111 90 

4200 4400 2 20100 962,5 114 92 

4400 4600 2 22000 962,5 117 95 

4600 4800 2 22400 962,5 120 97 

4800 5000 2 23500 962,5 124 99 

5000 5200 2 24000 935 127 102 

5200 5500 2 24500 907,5 132 107 

5500 5800 2 25000 907,5 132 107 

5800 6100 2 25500 880 137 111 

6100 6500 2 25500 880 142 114 

6500 6900 2 26000 852,5 142 117 

6900 7400 2 26500 852,5 147 117 

7400 7900 2 27000 825 152 122 

7900 8400 2 27000 825 - 127 

8400 8900 2 27000 797,5 - 127 

8900 9400 2 27000 770 - 132 

9400 10000 2 27000 770 - 137 

10000 10700 2 27000 770 - 142 

10700 11500 2 27000 770 - 142 

11500 12400 2 29500 770 - 147 

12400 13400 2 31500 770 - 152 

13400 14600 2 34500 770 - 157 
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14600   2 38000 770 - 162 
 

 
Existing Section 10 has been renumbered 11. 
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